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ABSTRACT 

Internet of Things (IoT) explains the connecting and exchanging of data with other devices and systems over the internet using the physical objects that 

are embedded with sensors, software, and other Technologies. This helps to measure for Understanding environmental indicators. The internet of things 

is an technology That allows us to add a device to an inert object that can measure environmental Parameters, generate associated data and transmit 

them through the Communications. The main enabling factor of a promising paradigm for integration and Comprehensive of several technologies for 

communication solutions. Identification and integration for tracking of technologies such as wireless sensors and Actuators. IoT, as envisioned, is a 

billion sensors connected to the internet through The sensors that would generate a large amount of data that need to be analyzed, interpreted, and 

utilized.  

1. INTRODUCTION  

The Internet of Things is a system of related computing devices, mechanical and digital machines, objects, animals or people that are given with 

unique identifiers and the ability to transfer data over a network not requiring a human-to-computer interaction.” In the later years, IoT-based 

technology will offer new levels of services and practically change the way people lead their daily lives. Improvements in medicine, power, gene 

therapies, agriculture, smart cities, and smart homes are just a very few of the examples where this technology is strongly established. 

IoT makes formerly" dumb" bias" smarter “by giving them the capability to shoot data over the internet, allowing the device to communicate with 

people and other IoT- enabled effects. 

How does it Works? 

Bias and objects with erected in detectors are connected to an Internet of Effects platform, which integrates data from the d ifferent bias and 

applies analytics to partake the most precious information with operations erected to address specific requirements. 

These important IoT platforms can pinpoint exactly what information is useful and what can safely be ignored. This information can be used to descry 

patterns, make recommendations, and descry possible problems before they do. 

For illustration, if I enjoy a auto manufacturing business, I might want to know which voluntary factors (leather seats or amalgamation bus, for 

illustration) are the most popular. Using Internet of Effects technology, I can Use detectors to descry which areas in a exchange are the most popular, 

and where guests loiter longest; Drill down into the available deals data to identify which factors are dealing fastest; Automatically align deals data with 

force, so that popular particulars don’t go out of stock. 

The information picked up by connected bias enables me to make smart opinions about which factors to stock over on, grounded on real- time 

information, which helps me save time and plutocrat. 

With the sapience handed by advanced analytics comes the power to make processes more effective. Smart objects and systems mean you can automate 

certain tasks, particularly when these are repetitious, mundane, time- consuming or indeed dangerous. Let’s look at some exemplifications to see what 

this looks like in real life. 

The connected" smart home “is a good illustration of IoT in action. Internet- enabled thermostats, doorbells, bank sensors and security admonitions 

produce a connected mecca where data is participated between physical bias and druggies can ever control the" effects “in that mecca ( i.e., conforming 

temperature settings, unleashing doors,etc.) via a mobile app or website. 

1.1There are four main components used in IoT: 
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1.1.1. Low-power embedded systems:  Less battery consumption, high performance are the main factors that play a major role during the making of 

electronic systems.  

1.1.2. Cloud computing: Data collected through this devices is massive and this data has to be stored on a authentic storage server. This is the place 

cloud computing plays a major role. The data is processed and  giving more room for us to discover where things like electrical errors are within the 

system. 

1.1.3. Availability of big data: We know that IoT count heavily on sensors, especially in real-time. As these electronic devices are spread throughout 

every field, their usage is going to activate a enormous flux of big data. 

1.1.4. Networking connection: In order to communicate, internet connectivity is important for each physical object is represented by an IP address. 

However, there are only a limited number of addresses accessible according to the IP naming. Due to the growing number of devices, this naming 

system will not be workable anymore. Therefore, researchers are searching for another different naming system to represent each physical object. 

2. FEATURES OF IOT 

 

We have listed some of the features that make IoT what it is in the present digital structure. IoT   devices have several sets of features that are  

Fig 2.1 Features of IoT. 

 

3. FEATURES 

3.1. CONNECTIVITY 

The soul of IoT is its connectivity. Connectivity means the setting up of a connection between different devices ,so that they can 

communicate on their own. In IoT, various devices, sensors, computers, and data busses need to communicate with each other. A fast, safe,  connection 

is a must for IoT to be of any business use.  IoT also connects devices with cross-functionalty technology like cloud computing, AI and blockchain 

technology. We can attach them over radio waves, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, or wires. 

3.2. SENSING 

IoT gather information about their surroundings (such as temperature, light, sound, acceleration, pressure) and then, after examine the data, 

take a decision. Thus, sensors help in automation by collecting information and taking actions that would otherwise, be done by humans. The raw data 

gathered, and the examined data, serve as the basis of the functioning of IoT. For example, in an automatic door, the sensors would collect data through 

the sensors such as radar sensors and optical sensors. If it discover a person is coming, it will open the door automatically. Some sensors used in IoT 

are- Humidity sensor, temperature sensor, Accelerometer, , Motion sensor, image sensor, level sensor, and Proximity sensor.  
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3.3. SECURITY 

Security is one of the major one deals among the users of IoT. This systems carry and store a lot of careful information, so the security of the 

devices and the data flowing between them should be given as the first priority. Proper security and safety measures are put into practice while 

designing an IoT system to prevent a possible breach of security. Resources and investment needed to check a safe and conductive IoT system that are 

huge, but its safety and security must be ensured. Failing to do so can lead to suspect among its users and businesses and can reduce its requests. 

4. RASPBERRY 

Raspberry Pi is a small single-board computer it is originally developed by the Raspberry Pi foundation and the organization called 

BROADCOM. The size of the Raspberry Pi is a credit card. The first motive for the Raspberry Pi was to the teaching computer science for studies and 

to develop the countries. The original model becomes popular among other devices, it increases the selling outside of the target market that uses such 

robotics. Because of its low cost, modularity, and open design, it is used in wide-area such as weather monitoring. has Most electronic hobbyists use 

this Raspberry Pi since it adopted HDMI and USB connections. It can be plugged into a TV or any monitor device. This Raspberr y Pi can do many of 

the things that the average computer does such as it provides spreadsheets, word processing, games, and playing high-definition video and audio. 

 Most electronic hobbyists use this Raspberry Pi since it is adopted for HDMI and USB connections.  

 Raspberry Pi is a microcomputer. The size of the circuit board is approximately 9cm x 5.5cm. 

 After the second board was released,  it set up a new commodity called Raspberry trading, and installed Eben Upton as CEO, with the responsibility of 

developing technology. Most of the Pi’s are made in the SONY factory at pen coded, and wales and other parts are made in china and japan. Supports 

and conducts free and open-source Linux Os. 

The first generation is RASPBERRY PI MODEL B has been released in February 2012, and after that MODEL A has been released In 2014, the board 

design was improved and they name it RASPBERRY PI MODEL B+. 

The features of these first-generation:  

 It contains board ARM11 processors that are approximately credit-card sized represent the standard mainline form-factor later on, the foundation has 

been released MODEL A+ and MODEL B+ 

 

.  

Fig.2.1 Raspberry pi 

 

"Computer Module" was released in April 2014 for entrenched applications. 

The Raspberry Pi 2 which was released in February 2015 

The Initial features of Raspberry Pi2 : 
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Initially it contain a 900 MHz 32-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A7 processor with 1 GB RAM. 

After modification of the features of Raspberry Pi2: 

Then it is modified to a processor of 900 MHz 64-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 which is the same as that in the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B, but down 

clocked to 900 MHz 

After Raspberry Pi, 3 Model B was launched in February 2016  

 The features of Raspberry Pi 3 Model B are  : 

It is the processor of 1.2 GHz 64-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 onboardedard 802.11n wi-fi,  

Bluetooth and USB boot capabilities.In 2018,  

Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+  : 

It has a faster 1.4 GHz processor and  a three-times faster gigabit Ethernet 2.4 / 5 GHz dual-band 802.11ac Wi-Fi Other features are Power over 

Ethernet (PoE) USB boot and network boot  

Next year the Raspberry pi 4 model B has been launched: 

1.5 GHz 64-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A72 processor,onboard 802.11ac Wi-Fi,Bluetooth 5, full gigabit Ethernet, two USB 2.0 ports, two USB 3.0 

ports, 1–8 GB of RAM, and the dual-monitor support via a pair of micro HDMI with the improved Broadcom BCM2711C0.  

In 2020 they have launched a new model called Raspberry Pi 400. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Unnecessary to say, the popularity and publicity around the internet of things are huge. The IoT is a fastly expanding technology with 

continuously and exponentially increasing demand. IoT is a technology of related smart devices that has different roles in different industries. IoT finds 

its application in various fields like- healthcare, marketing, business, transportation, home application, smart cities, smart cars, waste management, 

asset tracking, environmental monitoring, and education applications. It is said that the Internet of things has brought about the fourth industrial 

revolution of technology. As companies are starting to invest in the IoT, it is being realized that IoT is much more than just an connection of smart 

devices. 
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